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The Unexpected Complexity of Filling Double-Wall
Carbon Nanotubes With Nickel (and Iodine)

1-D Nanocrystals
Chunyang Nie, Anne-Marie Galibert, Brigitte Soula, Lucien Datas, Jeremy Sloan, E. Flahaut, and Marc Monthioux

Abstract—A variety of iodine-based one-dimensional (1-D)
nanocrystals were introduced into double-wall carbon nanotubes
(DWCNTs) using the molten phase method, as an intermediate step
for ultimately obtaining encapsulated metal nanowires. Based on
high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) ob-
servations using different imaging modes (bright field, dark field,
and scanning TEM) and associated analytical tools (electron energy
loss spectroscopy), it is revealed that the reality of nanotube filling
is much more complex than expected. For some iodides (typically
NiI2 ), earlier decomposition during the filling step was observed,
which could not be anticipated from the known data on the bulk
material. Other filling materials (e.g., iodine) show a variety of
atomic structuration inside and outside the CNTs, which is driven
by the available space being filled. Most of the encapsulated struc-
tures were confirmed by modeling.

Index Terms—Double-wall carbon nanotubes (DWCNTs), 1D
nanocrystals, filling, metal iodide, transmission electron mi-
croscopy (TEM).

I. INTRODUCTION

F ILLING the inner cavity of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) with
foreign materials is of great interest since the templating

effect provided by their inner, elongated cavity gives rise to
the formation of 1D nanomaterials with very narrow diame-
ters and high aspect ratios, especially when single-walled car-
bon nanotubes (SWCNTs) or double-walled carbon nanotubes
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(DWCNTs) are considered [1]. CNTs can be filled following
different routes [1], [2], among which the molten phase method
is very popular due to the possibility for high filling rates, sim-
plicity and versatility [1], [2]. Filling CNTs with iodine-based
species is specifically interesting for either providing a way to
modify the electronic structure of the resulting hybrid materials
[3], [4], or for providing intermediate hybrids as a route towards
obtaining metal-filled CNTs [1], [2]. However, despite many
works have already been carried-out in the field, filling mecha-
nisms are not well understood yet, especially when considering
the molten phase method. In our previous work, a series of
metal iodides and iodine were used to fill closed DWCNTs via
the molten phase method in order to investigate the filling mech-
anism and it was found that the redox potential of the couple
[metal iodide/metal] of molten metal iodides plays a dominant
role during the filling process [5]. Besides, when observing
metal iodide-filled DWCNTs (typically NiI2@DWCNTs, but
also FeI2@DWCNTs) by TEM, it was surprisingly found that
iodine-filled nanotubes were also present in the sample, sug-
gesting the earlier decomposition of metal iodide during the
filling step. Therefore, in this work, different TEM-based tech-
niques, e.g., high resolution TEM (HRTEM), scanning TEM
(STEM), electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) were em-
ployed to investigate NiI2@DWCNTs, I@DWCNTs, as well
as Ni@DWCNTs (reduced NiI2@DWCNTs) samples. Previ-
ous studies have reported that modified structures with respect
to the bulk materials could be obtained when materials are en-
capsulated inside SWCNTs or DWCNTs, thanks to the steric
constraints and the interaction with the graphene wall generated
by the narrow inner cavity of such CNTs [6]–[8]. The structures
of NiI2 , iodine and Ni confined within CNTs are revealed by
combining TEM results and related modelling, in order to sub-
sequently study their physical properties, hopefully peculiar, in
a future work.

II. EXPERIMENTS

The filling procedure can be summarized as follows: powders
of both raw DWCNTs (lab prepared, see [5]) and the desired
filling material (NiI2 or I2) are ground together with a molar
ratio of 1:1.3 and then transferred under N2 atmosphere into a
quartz ampoule subsequently vacuumed and then sealed. The
ampoule is then heated up to a 24-hour dwell temperature set
at 30 °C above the melting point of the filling material (hence
corresponding to 827 °C and 140 °C, respectively), before being

1536-125X © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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cooled down slowly. Finally, the resulting powder is collected
and washed using the appropriate solvent for the considered
filling material in order to remove the excess, non-encapsulated
material. In the case of iodine filling, gaseous (at 827 °C) iodine
vapour was also introduced into DWCNTs for comparison.

In order to obtain pure metal crystals, the as-prepared
NiI2@DWCNTs were further reduced in H2 atmosphere at
various temperatures (300, 400, 500 °C) and durations (7 and
24 h). Optimized reduction conditions (defined as the conditions
providing the highest amount of encapsulated reduced-metal
nanocrystals) were found to be 500 °C for 24 h.

To thoroughly investigate the structure and chemical compo-
sition of the encapsulated materials, a FEI Tecnai-F20 micro-
scope (100 kV) equipped with a Cs corrector for the objective
lens and a JEOL JEM-ARM200F microscope (80 kV, occa-
sionally 200 kV as indicated on the related image captions)
equipped with a Cs corrector for the condenser lens were oper-
ated in STEM mode for high angle annular dark field (HAADF)
imaging in the case of Tecnai or ADF imaging in the case
of JEM-ARM200F and EELS (Angström-probe in the case of
JEM-ARM200F). Atomically-resolved TEM images of the en-
capsulated 1D-crystals were compared to simulated images and
then modelling for structure identification by using an opti-
mized STEM program based on the multislice simulation code
developed by Earl J. Kirkland [9].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Structure of Encapsulated NiI2

Both the HRTEM and ADF images show that NiI2 is well
crystallized within the cavity of CNTs and elongates along the
axis of CNTs continuously, up to several micrometers. Nomi-
nally, NiI2 conforms to the layered CdCl2 structural archetype
and only forms R-3mH structure (Fig. 1).

The type of crystal observed for encapsulated NiI2 is broadly
similar to that previously reported for PbI2 encapsulated within
SWCNTs or DWCNTs [10] which also forms the CdCl2 (3R)
R-3mH structure but much more commonly forms the CdI2
(2H) P-3m1 structure although both consist of 2D layers of MI2
(M = Pb, Ni) separated by van der Waals gaps (i.e. similar to
MoS2 , WS2 , NiCl2 etc.). However, the crystallization of NiI2
in CNTs behaves more regularly than that of PbI2 as the latter
forms different polytypes depending on the diameter of the host
CNT [10].

Nearly all the encapsulated NiI2 crystals can be related to
the R-3mH structure with 4-5 atoms thick or more depend-
ing on the inner diameter of the host CNT. Meanwhile, many
NiI2 crystals are observed to be twisted within the same nan-
otube. For instance, the fragments in regions I and II in Fig.
2 (see insets) show different projections of the same structure.
Both fragments do not exhibit the same width, suggesting that
the tube cross-section should correspondingly exhibit an oval
instead of circular profile, and that the oval profile is twisted
along the tube axis, as previously observed in the literature for
other encapsulated crystals [12], [13]. In images such as in Fig.
2, the NiI2 nature of the encapsulated crystal was ascertained
by local EELS analysis. The actual spectra corresponding to

Fig. 1. Crystal structure and common projections observed for NiI2 [11]. In
this figure, iodine is depicted by large purple spheres and nickel is depicted by
small grey spheres.

Fig. 2. ADF image of an encapsulated NiI2 nanocrystal. The insets are
two ‘Wien’ filtered images of boxed regions I and II, which are produced
using the ‘HRTEM Filter’ program developed by D. R. G. Mitchell (see
http://www.dmscripting.com/hrtem_filter.html).

the encapsulated crystal of Fig. 2 are not provided here, but
an example of what the EELS spectra look like is shown in
Figs. 4(bottom) and 6(b).

The corresponding simulated ADF images and models de-
rived from both regions (Fig. 3) reveal that fragment II is imaged
parallel to a fairly unusual projection ([21-0.5]) with respect to
the bulk R-3mH structure in Fig. 1, and the orientation of frag-
ment I is perpendicular to that of fragment II (see end-on view).
In addition, NiI2 crystal in region I is 5-atom-thick, thereby dif-
fering from the 4-atom-thick fragment II, which possibly arises
from the expansion of the inner cavity of the host DWCNT or,
alternatively, makes the tube cross-section adopt an oval shape
to accommodate the crystal dimension variation, as previously
suggested. Another example of twisted NiI2 crystals is illus-
trated in Fig. 4.

For the confined NiI2 nanowires at the top of the ADF image
in Fig. 4, a three-strip texture is unambiguously seen in region I,
whereas at region II, the crystal splits into two strips but is also
rotated. Apparently, fragment I corresponds to the combination
of three 2D NiI2 crystal layers viewed along [1]–[10] projection
as suggested by the corresponding structure model and related
simulated ADF image (Fig. 5, top). When it comes to region II,
the fragment is slightly rotated with respect to fragment I (by
ca. 15°), as indicated by the structure model (Fig. 5, middle).
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Fig. 3. The figure relates to both regions I and II in Fig. 2: “ADF” = duplicates
of the inset images in Fig. 2; “MODEL” = corresponding structure models (side
views); “END-ON” = corresponding cross-section views of the NiI2 fragments.
In the models, iodine is depicted by large purple spheres and nickel is depicted
by small blue spheres. “SIM” = corresponding simulations of the ADF images
based on the structure models. Matching the related experimental ADF images
is then a good indicator that the modelled structure is correct.

Fig. 4. ADF (top left) and bright field STEM (top right) images of the same
encapsulated NiI2 nanocrystals showing different projected structures in regions
I, II and III. Bottom: EEL spectrum showing the NiI2 nature of the crystal.

Meanwhile, the splitting of fragment II should be due to the
‘opening up’ of the host CNT, as observed in the bright field
image (Fig. 4, right). Beside the twisted structure, another in-
triguing feature is also observed for NiI2 crystals, as shown in
region III (Fig. 5, bottom). According to the simulated ADF
image, Fragment III is suggested to be viewed along [001] di-
rection, which should induce that some atoms at the periphery
of the fragment appear dimmer than others (white arrows) due
to a smaller atom column thickness which lowers the level of
scattered intensity. However, this does not show up in the cor-
responding experimental ADF image.

Fig. 5. The figure relates to regions I, II, and III in Fig. 4, respectively:
“ADF” = Details of the inset images in Fig. 4; “MODEL” = corresponding
structure models (side views); “END-ON” = corresponding cross-section views
of the NiI2 fragments; “SIM” = corresponding simulation of the ADF images
based on the structure models. On the right side of the experimental image
of region II (arrowed area), we see that the structure has indeed peeled apart.
Arrows in the simulated ADF image for fragment III point out the presence of
Ni atom pairs which appear dimmers than neighbouring ones. In this figure,
iodine is depicted by large purple spheres and nickel is depicted by small blue
spheres.

B. Structure of Encapsulated Iodine

In the case of filling attempts with NiI2 , NiI2@DWCNTs are
duly observed (as just described in the previous section) along
with a minor occurrence of I@DWCNTs as revealed by EELS
analysis (see Fig. 6).

The reason of this dual chemical nature – I and NiI2 – of the
filling materials is explained by the entering of iodine vapours
produced from the spontaneous decomposition of NiI2 into the
CNT cavity. The spontaneous decomposition of NiI2 during the
filling process can be attributed to the low Gibbs free energy
of the decomposition reaction of NiI2 as addressed in our pre-
vious work [5]. A significant amount of CNTs are observed to
be filled with a remarkable variety of iodine structures includ-
ing atomic single, double, and triple chains, in good agreement
with previous observations [14], [15]. It is worth mentioning
that tubes containing iodine chains have a much smaller inner
diameter compared to the NiI2-filled tubes and that single-atom
wide iodine chains are by far prevalent over double or triple
chains, indicating a preference of iodine for nested configura-
tion in narrow spaces. The selectivity towards the size of CNTs
during the filling process with iodine vapor may be explained
by the capillary condensation phenomena, as previously sug-
gested in the case of filling with selenium vapour, which behaves
similarly [16].

Fig. 7 presents typical ADF images, a structural model, and
the corresponding simulated ADF image of 1D-iodine chains.
It can be seen (Fig. 7(a), (b) and (e), (f)) that straight iodine
chains are commonly observed and the spacing between the
iodine atoms are ca. 0.29 nm on the average, similar to the I-I
distance reported in [17].
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Fig. 6. NiI2 filling experiments. All images are from the same sample batch:
(a) ADF image of NiI2 @DWCNTs showing the strip-based texture typical of
encapsulated NiI2 (see Figs. 4 and 5); (b) EEL spectrum obtained by summing
the spectra collected along the red line indicated in (a) confirming that the crystal
is NiI2 ; (c) ADF image of a DWCNT filled with a crystal whose structure is
different from that in (a) and is consistent with encapsulated iodine, as proposed
in [14]; (d) EEL spectrum obtained by summing the spectra collected along the
red line indicated in (c) confirming that the encapsulated crystal is pure iodine
(from [5], with permission from Elsevier).

Fig. 7. (a) ADF image of a bundle of CNTs from NiI2 @DWCNT sample with
at least four visible 1D iodine-chains (arrowed). (b) Detail from (a) indicating
measured distances between I atoms in a chain. (c) and (d) are the corresponding
structural model and the related simulated ADF image of a 1D iodine-chain in-
side a (7,7)@(12,12) DWCNT. The wall helicities of the model for the DWCNT
are derived from (f) where the DWCNT walls are visible. Indeed, (e) and (f)
show an ADF image and an enlarged detail of it respectively, showing a DWCNT
which contains a 1D iodine chain (large white arrow) in-between the two walls
of the DWCNT (small white arrows). Note that in order to accommodate the
1D iodine chain, the inner SWCNT must fit perfectly around the chain in order
to retain a linear structure.

Fig. 8. ADF images (STEM operated at 200 kV) of I@DWCNTs obtained
from (a) molten iodine and (b) gaseous iodine, both showing single iodine
chains.

Complementary experiments were carried-out for reference,
consisting in attempting to fill DWCNTs with molten iodine and
iodine vapor. The filling behavior of iodine was found similar,
as illustrated by Fig. 8, yet with a higher occurrence of crystal
(instead of chain) configurations, due to the fact that iodine is
now in excess and available for filling any CNT cavity whatever
their diameter, as opposed to what happens with iodine material
resulting from NiI2 decomposition.

The atomic arrangement of iodine chains was better resolved
in the ADF images (Fig. 8) by increasing the accelerating voltage
from 80 kV (as in Figs. 2, 4, 6 and 7) to 200 kV. These ADF im-
ages clearly confirm that the encapsulated single iodine-chains
adopt a linear and straight configuration instead of the helical
configuration suggested by Guan et al. [14]. Meanwhile, other
polymorphic structures of iodine confined within CNTs demon-
strated by Guan et al. [14] are also observed in both samples,
such as helical double-chains as presented in Fig. 9.

The maximum separation of the two chains in Fig. 9(c) is
measured at ∼0.26 nm, which is smaller than that reported for
double helix of iodine encapsulated within SWCNTs (0.65 nm in
[15] and 0.49 nm in [14]) which is likely to be due to the smaller
inner cavity of our DWCNTs (below ∼1 nm) with respect to the
SWCNTs used in [14], [15]. Hence, the pitch of the double helix
may depend on the inner diameter of the host CNT. In addition,
the distance between two adjacent nodes of a same double helix
is rarely constant as illustrated in Fig. 9(c), i.e. ∼18 nm for the
first two nodes at top left and ∼27 nm for the two nodes at the
top right. Such a helix in a DWCNT with variable periodicity is
often found in our samples and for helices confined in different
tubes, they show different periodicities (see other examples of
double helices in Fig. 9).

When the inner diameter of the host CNT is in the range of 1
nm or more, both amorphous-like phase (Fig. 10) and ordered
phases of iodine other than linear chains (Figs. 11 and 12) are
observed in both samples.

The iodine ordered phase observed in Fig. 11(a)–(c) ex-
hibit features similar to the Phase III structure proposed by
Guan et al. [13]. This phase was supposed to be a transition
phase generated from the transformation of triple-helix iodine
chains under the electron beam irradiation, as described in [14].
As we have most often used the STEM mode which required a
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Fig. 9. Examples of encapsulated twin helical chains of iodine. (a) and (c)
in I@DWCNT materials obtained from molten iodine (white arrows); (b) in
I@DWCNT sample obtained from gaseous iodine. In (c) three nodes along the
helical double iodine chain are arrowed, showing a helix pitch in the range
of 20–30 nm. (d) Structural model (top) and simulated ADF image (bottom)
of the double chain in (c) with the three nodes indicated by small arrows.
(e) End-on (cross-section) structural model and enlargement of a region between
two nodes.

Fig. 10. ADF images (STEM operated at 200 kV) of amorphous-like iodine
present in I@DWCNT materials obtained from both (a) molten iodine and (b)
gaseous iodine (straight filled CNT at bottom left), respectively.

convergent beam with higher dose of electrons (often operated
at 200 kV) than the parallel beam used for HRTEM (operated at
120 kV only) in [14], it is possible that triple-helix iodine chains
were present in the materials but did not survive the electron ir-
radiation and quickly transformed into this “Phase III” structure.
This phase was also observed to be not so much stable under
the electron beam and this could be the reason why we also
observed amorphous-like iodine filling in ADF (STEM) images
operated at 200 kV (Fig. 10). Therefore, the phase transforma-
tion of triple-helix iodine chains is ongoing during the TEM
observation, which may account for the commonly observed
blurred iodine crystals and scarcely observed triple-helix iodine
chains in our samples (one ADF image illustrating a possible
triple iodine helical-chain is however shown in Fig. 11(d)).

When the inner diameter of the host CNT is larger than 1.5 nm,
encapsulated iodine chains are no longer observed but crys-

Fig. 11. (a) ADF image (acquired at 80 kV) of an ordered phase of io-
dine present in the Ni@DWCNT material obtained from the H2 reduction of
NiI2 @DWCNT material, yet it is assumed that the reduction process has nothing
to do with the occurrence of this structure. the inset in (a) is the EEL spectrum
obtained by summing the Angström-probe spectra collected along the red line
across the filled tube, identifying the filling as pure iodine; (b) and (c) HRTEM
images (acquired at 100 and 200 kV, respectively) showing an ordered phase of
iodine in sample NiI2 @DWCNTs. This phase resembles the iodine Phase III
structure proposed by Guan et al [15] which is shown in both images as an inset
(see text); (d) ADF image (acquired at 200 kV) of a triple iodine helical-chains
(the two nodes of the chains are indicated by red arrows, the configuration of
the triple-chains can be seen clearly in white-arrowed region).

Fig. 12. ADF images of iodine crystals with the orthorhombic structure of
different thickness (from I@DWCNT material obtained from molten iodine
(see text)): (a) an iodine crystal consisting of four parallel lines (from [5], with
permission from Elsevier) and (b) an iodine crystal consisting of six parallel
lines.

talline iodine with identical structure to the bulk orthorhom-
bic iodine crystals may fully develop, which is in agreement
with the work by Guan et al. [14]. An example is given in
Fig. 12(a) showing an ADF image of crystallized iodine filling
in a triple-walled CNT with an inner cavity of 1.71 nm. The
filling material exhibits four parallel lines inside the CNT with
an average spacing of 0.368 nm, close to the 0.359 nm {200} d-
spacing of orthorhombic iodine [18]. Only one example of such
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Fig. 13. ADF images showing a peculiar configuration of iodine (white ar-
rows) when the host CNT are large, found: (a) and (b) in I@DWCNT filled with
gaseous iodine; (c) in NiI2 @DWCNT material; (d) in I@DWCNT filled with
molten iodine.

an encapsulated iodine crystal with the orthorhombic structure
was reported in the literature [15], and our observations are fully
consistent with it.

In addition, crystalline iodine containing up to 6 parallel lines
were also observed inside large CNTs (Fig. 12(b)). The average
spacing between the parallel lines is also measured at 0.368 nm
for the thicker iodine crystals.

It should be noted that such orthorhombic crystals are rarely
observed in the NiI2@DWCNTs sample, which could be ex-
plained by the reason already stated above, i.e., the propensity
of iodine resulting from NiI2 decomposition (hence not in ex-
cess as opposed to filling conditions when using pure molten or
vaporized iodine) to preferably fill CNTs with narrow cavities.
Finally, a new configuration for iodine filling confined within
CNTs which has not been reported in the literature was occa-
sionally observed in all the samples (i.e., CNTs filled with NiI2 ,
molten iodine, and gaseous iodine) (Fig. 13(a)–(d)). It generally
occurred when host CNTs exhibit fairly large diameters, and
can be described in two ways: (i) either as a coating of the host
CNT inner surface by iodine, thereby resulting in making an in-
ner iodine nanotube whose wall is probably amorphous; (ii) or
as a large yet flattened tube whose flattening event has created
SWCNT-like channels at both edges, so-called dogbone-type
CNTs, subsequently filled by iodine (Fig. 14(a) and (b)).

Such large and flattened tubes have already been reported
in the literature for both SWCNTs and DWCNTs [19], and
fullerene molecules have been already demonstrated to be able
to fill their edge channels [20], [21]. Because of the observed
irregular shapes (see Fig. 13(d)) which is quite consistent with
the aspect of ribbon-like objects once folded and bent, and be-
cause of the dark contrast exhibited by the center sof each of

Fig. 14. (a) Model of a large SWCNT once flattened, thereby exhibiting edge
channels. (b) Cross- section and top views of a flattened tube as in (a), with
the edge channels filled with a foreign material. Models provided by C. Ewels
(IMN, Nantes).

Fig. 15. (a) ADF image at low magnification of the Ni@DWCNT material
obtained from H2 -reduction of the NiI2 @DWCNT material. The very bright
particle is a residual Co catalyst crystal remaining from the DWCNT growth
process. The crystal structure of the encapsulated crystal fragment boxed in (a)
is enlarged in (b); (c) EEL spectrum collected from the Ni nanocrystal shown
in (b); (d) Projected atomistic model derived from the Ni crystal imaged in (b)
based on the structure of bulk Ni in a [111] projection(see text).

the tubes involved, which is barely consistent with the existence
of an inner iodine tube (which would cause the contrast to look
brighter than it is, we believe), we presume that the cases imaged
in Fig. 13 do correspond to flattened tubes filled with iodine at
edges as sketched in Fig. 14.

C. Structure of Encapsulated Ni

After reduction under hydrogen of the NiI2@DWCNT ma-
terial, we observed encapsulated crystals exhibiting a signif-
icant contrast difference compared to neighboring ones as
shown in Fig. 15(a). These crystals were identified as pure
Ni by EELS analysis. Typical atomically-resolved ADF im-
age and EEL spectrum of the encapsulated Ni nanocrystals are
illustrated by Fig. 15(b) and (c). It is worth noting that the
projected structure of the encapsulated Ni crystal imaged in
Fig. 15(b) was tentatively modelled based on the regular struc-
ture of bulk Ni crystal in a [111] projection. Quite interestingly,
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Fig. 16. (a) and (b) ADF images of encapsulated crystals showing contrast
variations in Ni@DWCNTs_500_7; (c) to (f) are the corresponding EEL spec-
tra collected from positions 1 to 4 indicated by arrows in (b), respectively.
Meanwhile, the absence of any signal in spectrum (e) demonstrates the spatial
resolution of the electron probe.

the projection fits well the experimental image provided the dis-
tances between the Ni atom columns are stretched by 25–29%.
This is huge strain, and it is likely that the actual structure is
not that of bulk Ni but is an unprecedented one instead, yet to
determine.

In addition, some tubes are segmentally filled while showing
peculiar contrast variations as demonstrated by ADF images
such as in Figs. 16(a), (b) and 17. The elemental composition
of the segments along the axis of the nanocrystals following
the axis of the nanotube was investigated by EELS analysis.
Four typical EEL spectra collected from different segments
encapsulated in the same tube as shown in Fig. 16(b) are dis-
played as Fig. 16(c)–(f). It can be seen that the elemental com-
position of the encapsulated segments varies along the axis di-
rection. The encapsulation of iodine in position 1 (Fig. 16(c))

Fig. 17. (a) HRTEM image of a NiIx crystal with longitudinally variable
composition; (b) and (c) EEL spectra collected from fragment (1) and (2),
respectively.

may result from the decomposition of previously existing NiI2
nanocrystals, in which case resulting Ni was pushed out from
the tube while iodine has remained within the cavity of the tube.
Segment in position 2 (Fig. 16(d)) still corresponds to NiI2 hav-
ing not been subjected to reduction yet. Since position 3 is void,
neither Ni edge nor I edge is present in the spectrum (Fig. 16(e)),
meanwhile illustrating the spatial resolution of the probe.

When it comes to position 4 (Fig. 16(f)), the segment exhibits
an intermediate composition (NiIx , x < 2) between NiI2 and
Ni since the I M45 /Ni L23 intensity ratio is much lower than
for genuine NiI2 . Such an intermediate may originate from the
uncomplete reduction of NiI2 by H2 or from the partial decom-
position of NiI2 before the reduction event. Thanks to other
evidences, the former case is more likely. Indeed, a meaningful
example is provided in Fig. 17. An encapsulated crystal showing
different contrasts is displayed in Fig. 17(a) and the elemental
composition of the two positions arrowed (white arrows) ob-
tained by EELS (Fig. 17(b) and (c)) shows that the dark part of
the crystal (location 1) is depleted in iodine with respect to the
light-grey part of the crystal (location 2), respectively, the latter
being comparable to the EEL spectrum obtained on pure NiI2
(see Fig. 6(b) for instance).

The results suggest that the diffusion of H2 into the cavity of
CNTs starts from the tip of the tube and then, the diffusion of H2
is very slow as it has to proceed through the NiI2 crystal (and/or
in the crystal/inner tube interspace, as suggested by the pecu-
liar contrast at this very location – black arrows in Fig. 17(a))
thus resulting in the incomplete removal of iodine atoms for
the dark segment (1) near the tip while leaving the rest of the
crystal with the nearly unchanged NiI2 composition (2). Thus,
the transition from NiI2 to I2 or to NiIx (x < 2) within the
same tube indicates the anisotropic reactivity of encapsulated
NiI2 along the axis direction of nanotubes. On the other hand,
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several studies have shown that the tips of CNTs which can
be opened by molten iodides during the filling step may reseal
upon cooling [22], [23], and this also possibly account for the
formation of segment (1) in Fig. 17(a). It is possible that the
tip of the nanotube in Fig. 17(a) was partly resealed during the
cooling process, leaving a very limited entrance (yet the open-
ing does not show up) for the incoming diffusion of H2 , thereby
slowing down the kinetics of the reaction between H2 and NiI2 .
The resealing of CNTs is also consistent with the presence of
unreduced NiI2 nanocrystals in the Ni@DWCNT sample even
after a 24-h reaction in our work.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, nickel iodide and iodine have been successfully
introduced into DWCNTs mostly via the molten phase method
or occasionally by the gas phase method (in the case of iodine).
Peculiar structures were observed for the confined NiI2 and io-
dine with respect to bulk materials. Especially in the case of
iodine, those structures include atomic iodine chains either sin-
gle and straight, or twins (or triple) and helical, iodine crystals
with structure differing from that of bulk iodine, iodine crystals
with the orthorhombic structure as in bulk, amorphous iodine,
and probable dogbone-type CNTs with iodine-filled edges. The
various structural configurations of iodine appear to be closely
related to the inner diameter of the host CNT, and also whether
iodine is available in excess or not. Furthermore, reduction post-
treatment with hydrogen on NiI2@DWCNTs aiming to obtain
Ni nanocrystals was carried out and the resulting encapsulated
Ni crystals exhibited peculiar crystalline structure, either similar
to bulk Ni crystal but with up to 29% stretched atom distances,
or unprecedented and yet to determine. The investigation of the
crystal structure of encapsulated NiI2 , iodine and Ni demon-
strated that the confinement of the inner cavity of CNTs can
induce modified structures, or even new structures. Hence, it
now would be of great interest to perform measurements on the
electrical conductivity of DWCNTs filled with iodine chains,
iodine crystals or iodine-filled dogbone CNTs and further make
a comparison among them, as well as measuring the magnetic
properties of Ni-filled DWCNT material, that the recurrently
remaining iodine content or the heavily stretched (or new, alter-
natively) structure are likely to strongly alter.
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